Remote Collaboration Program
Since opportunities for international scientific exchange are still limited due to the global
pandemic, KHYS has created a flexible tool to realize smaller projects to network
internationally independently of current travel restrictions. The aim of the program is to enable
young scientists to build up and strengthen research networks with universities, industry
companies, and other organizations from abroad. Funding within the Remote Collaboration
Program can for example cover costs for trainers for moderated digital network meetings, the
exchange and shipment of samples, the commissioning of measurements at a collaboration
partner, software for networking, or salaries for a student or research assistant (“Hiwi”) in the
context of the collaboration. The measures applied for must support remote collaboration (e.
g. travel costs to visit a collaboration partner will not be covered). The funding can cover one
or several of the above-mentioned activities or any other costs that would benefit the
collaboration and that are billable according to the usual institutional and budgetary
provisions. 1 The maximum sum for each funding package is EUR 3,000.

Application requirements:


The applicant has to be a doctoral or postdoctoral 2 researcher at KIT and member of
KHYS. Furthermore, as a doctoral researcher you either need to be accepted by a KIT
Department or you need to be accepted at a different university, but your central research
location is at KIT.
 The doctoral/postdoctoral researcher and his or her supervisor/superior have to jointly
apply and conclusively state how
o the requested funding can support the young scientist in building up or
strengthening his or her research or career-related network/collaboration,
o how the measures add a new aspect to the collaboration,
o how they compensate for the current situation with regard to collaboration.
 Applicants must meet the application deadline stipulated.
 The application documents must be complete and formally correct.

The funds are state funds (Landesmittel). They are subject to the state budget regulation
(Landeshaushaltsordnung) and the current administrative regulations of the Ministry of Finance on budgetary
and economic management. The personnel, budgetary, and cash regulations of the State of BadenWürttemberg are binding.
2
KIT postdocs are early-career researchers and young scientists who have received their doctorates and who
are doing research at KIT for a qualification phase that generally takes three years. The postdoctoral phase at
KIT can be done directly after the doctorate or after an already completed postdoctoral phase at another
university or non-university research institution in Germany or abroad.
1
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Deadlines and dates:
 Application deadline: Sunday, March 6, 2022
 Selection process: Selection decisions will be made by members of the KHYS steering
committee at a meeting in early April 2022.
 Funding period: All of the planned activities should take place by November 2022.
Application documents
 Application Form, signed by both the KIT doctoral/postdoctoral researcher and the
supervisor/superior
 CV of the young scientist including date of birth and course of studies (discipline, duration,
place, grade)
 As a doctoral researcher please additionally hand in the official letter of acceptance as a
doctoral researcher at the KIT Department or, as an external doctoral researcher, letter of
acceptance as a doctoral researcher at your university.
 Key data Excel table
Please merge the documents into a single PDF file (excluding the Excel table) in the order
listed above, attach the Excel table separately and exclusively in an Excel file format. Then
send both files to collaboration@khys.kit.edu. While the forms are provided in English, we
accept answers and documents in both German and English.
Selection criteria:
 Compliance with application requirements
 Conclusiveness and suitability of planned measures to support and strengthen the young
scientist’s research or career-related network/collaboration
 Conclusiveness of how the measures add a new aspect to the collaboration
 Conclusiveness of how the measures compensate for the current situation with regard to
collaborations (i.e. why do you choose remote rather than in-person collaboration?)
Procedure:
As soon as the application has been approved, the applicants will be notified via e-mail. The
notification of approval will, among other things, contain information on the payments KHYS
will reimburse. To facilitate the processes, the institute will first have to pay the bills, hand them
in at KHYS and confirm the purpose of the payment in writing. KHYS will then transfer the
booking to its own accounts. Non-compliance with the stipulations of the Remote Collaboration
Program may induce KHYS to withdraw the funding approval, refuse payments, or reclaim
payments that it has already made.
Once all activities funded have been completed, the young scientist is obliged to submit a
final report within four weeks. A template for the report will be made available. In addition to
the report, KHYS will send you a link to an anonymous online evaluation regarding general
aspects of the funding measure.

If you have any questions concerning the Remote Collaboration Program please contact
Andreas Hahmann.
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